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During aquadrupole—triplet neutrino experiment with the 15-Foot Bubble Chamber at Fermilab, a large number of events was
recorded on —110000 good holograms, which were taken simultaneously with the conventional three-view photographs. The
holograms allow the study of event vertices in a large volume with greatly improved resolution. The experimental setup and the
operation of the system is described. Preliminary results obtained during the replay of holograms with the newly developed real- and
virtual-image machines are discussed.

1. Introduction

Holography offers the possibility of photographing

large volumes with better resolution than ob.tainabie
with conventional optics. This is of particular interest

for the study of elementary particle interactions in

gaseous or liquid detectors, where one searches for rare
interactions with short lifetimes (i.e. short track lengths).

The feasibility of this technique had been demonstrated

for the first time in a 120-cm3 bubble chamber (Berne
Infinitesimal Bubble Chamber BIBC [l]). The exposure

of a 2 1 chamber (Holographic Bubble Chamber HOBC

[2]) in a hadron beam at CERN resulted in 40000

holograms, which were analyzed. However, bubble

chambers operated in neutrino beams are the most
useful applications. of this technique (3,4]. In the large
cryogenic bubble chambers [3] the aim is to holograph

bubbles in a valume of up to several cubic meters — i

ms after their creation, when they have grown to only
— 100 µm in diameter. These holograms supplement the
conventional stereophotographs of particle tracks taken
some ten milliseconds later, when the. bubbles have

grown to diameters of — 400 µm. These two techniques
combine the advantages of a quick overall view, easy

event recognition and track measurement in the conven-

8~ Now with Autofile Ltd., Slough, UK.
9j Now at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218,
USA.

10j Researcher IIKW, Brussels, Belgium.

tional photographs, with the more detailed picture of
the interesting event vertex region in the holograms.

The present paper describes the experience with ho-
lography in the 15-Foot Bubble Chamber at Fermilab,
gained during a technical run (1984) and two physics
runs (1985 and 1987/88). The Chamber was exposed to

a quadrupole-triplet neutrino beam with 800 GeV/c
protons from the Tevatron on the production target. In
the second physics run, 293 060 conventional 3-view
pictures and — 218000 holograms, of which -- 110000
are useful for physics analysis, were recorded simulta-
neously. The analysis of these photographs and holo-
grams is in progress and some preliminary results from
the scanning of the holograms will be presented.
We limit ourselves here to a description of the mod-

ified single-beam holography. The basic idea had been
developed by C. Baltay of Columbia University [3,5]
and was tested earlier in the Big European Bubble
Chamber (BEBC) at CERN [6,7]. First results from its
application in the 15-Foot Bubble Chamber can be
found in refs. [8-11]. The main emphasis of this paper
is on the technical aspects of the layout used in the
second physics run and on the practical experience with
this system. Descriptions of replay machines built for
the analysis of these holograms are given in refs. [12-15].
Features of two-beam illumination systems for large
volume holography can be found in ref. [16].

In section 2, we describe the theory and design
considerations of our modified single-beam technique,
with emphasis on the layout of the illumination system,
its adaption to the e~cisting geometry of the 15-Foot
Bubble Chamber, and on a variety of effects due to
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nonstatic conditions during the recording of holograms.

In section 3, the layout of the holographic system is

presented, which includes our modifications of the com-

mercial holographic laser, the transport and monitoring

of the laser beam, and the design of the dispersing lens.

The synchronisation of the laser pulse with the neutrino
beam pulse is briefly described. In section 4 follows an
overview of our experience with the system during
several months of running. Furthermore, preliminary
results obtained during the replay of a small sample of
holograms are given, which show that we achieved the
expected resolution over a large volume. Section 5 con-
tains asummary of our new developments and a brief
outlook on further applications of the technique.

2. Theory and design considerations of the modified
single-beam technique

A hologram is formed by the interference of coher-
ent light from a reference beam with the coherent light
scattered by objects. In our case the objects are vapour
bubbles with a refractive index of — 1.0 in a liquid with
an index of — 1.088.

In two small bubble chambers, operated with liquids
above room temperature [1,2], an in-line, or Gabor-type,
illumination was used: an expanded parallel laser beam
passes through the liquid onto the holographic film.
Only a small part of this beam is diffracted by the
bubbles and interference between the diffused and non-
diffused waves produces fringes which are recorded by
the emulsion. For HOBC [2], two-beam geometries were
tested, where the reference beam did not pass through
the medium to be holographed. Due to the layout of our
existing 15-Foot Bubble Chamber, having a volume

CONVENTIONAL ~'1
CAMERAS ~-.,r.,~

more than three orders of magnitude larger than that of
the small chamber HOBC, we had to modify the stan-
dard holographic techniques.
We describe the experimental scheme (as used in the

second physics run), in which the object and reference
beam are combined in a new way. The laser beam
enters the Bubble Chamber (fig. 1), filled with a 63/37
mol% Ne/HZ mixture, at its bottom through a specially
designed aspheric diverging lens, which also serves as an
entrance window. This lens — a sophisticated beam
splitter —ts designed so that only a small part of the
laser light goes through the liquid to a set of three
concentric hemispherical windows (fish-eye lenses) on
the opposite side of the Chamber directly onto the film.
This reference beam exposes completely the 70 mm
holographic film format. The rest of the beam il-
luminates the tracks within a conical volume. The inten-
sity of this object beam is designed to increase at large
angles to partly compensate for the decrease of the light
scattered by the bubbles at these angles. Some elemen-
tary formulas, together with estimates based on experi-
ence in the smaller bubble chambers, are given in ref.
[6]. The latter contains data on the optical resolution of
such a system, the energy needed to illuminate a given
volume, the ratio of intensities of object to reference
beam, and the required resolution of the photographic
emulsion. These data will be re-evaluated in the context
of our recent experience. A large coherence length, and
a Gaussian-like spatial distribution (TEMP mode) of
the beam from the oscillator stage, together with a fairly
uniform profile of the amplified laser beam over the
aperture of the dispersing lens are important laser beam
properties for our experiment.

In applying this modified single-beam technique to
holography of tiny bubbles in a cryogenic multi-cubic-
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Fig. 1. 15-Foot Bubble Chamber, side view.
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meter Bubble Chamber, several disturbing experimental

effects had to be controlled. The most serious of these

disturbances arise from:

a) excessive heating of the cryogenic liquid by the in
-

tense.laser light, causing parasitic bubble creation

and thereby unwanted scattered light;

b) vibration of the equipment during the mechanical

expulsion of the liquid; and

c) movement and growth of track bubbles during the

laser illumination. Furthermore,

d) multiple scattering of the laser tight from the Cham-

ber wall, which is covered with a reflecting material

(Scotchlite), can spoil the quality of the hologram,

lower the contrast, and decrease the visible volume.

We give here some of the design considerations

which govern the choices of laser energy, pulse length,

and light distribution inside the Bubble Chamber needed

to ma~cimize the volume recorded in the hologram.

These considerations also indicate hardware changes

which help to achieve this goal.

2.1. EJject of 6ackgrot~nd light (noise) hitting the holo-

graphic Jilm

The information available to be recorded on the

holographic film is the fringe pattern formed by the

interference of the reference beam and the object beam

(i.e. the light scattered by a bubble). Therefore, bubbles

which give the same fringe modulation M and are at

the same Oh (fig. 2), will be equally well recorded on

the film and be equally brighf in the replayed hologram.

We define the'Beam Branching 1~atio (BBR) as the

intensity, on`~the holographic film, off' the laser light

scatteredfrom a single bubble, divided~by the reference

beam intensity. The BBR in this appliC~ation is given by

the formula

BB~ = Ird,do ~,

__
~~

Ii ~

~ f BUBBLE ~~~~, ~

di \ \

RGING LENS FILM

Fig. 2. Simplified representation of the holographic setup
 with

the holographic parameters.
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Fig. 3. Geometric scattering function G(a) as function of 
the

scattering angle a.

with (fig. Z)

r =bubble radius,

d, =distance between the bubble and the dispersing

lens,

d~ =distance between the bubble and the holo-

graphic film,

O; =illumination angle,

a =scattering angle,

Oh =angle between the reference beam and the

scattered beam from the bubble at the film,

IT =reference beam intensity,

F(O; )= illumination intensity distribution per solid an-

gle,

G(a) =scattering function (fig. 3 [17]).

In the geometry described above, once the light

output distribution from the dispersing lens is fixed by

the shape of the lens and the spatial distribution of the

input laser beam, the BBR is determined (for 100 µm

bubbles) at every point in the illuminated volume of the

Chamber, and this ratio can be taken over any area on

the film. The output energy of the laser is then adjusted

to give the proper exposure of the film. We define

Ir = E~ =intensity on the film plane of the reference

beam (from the dispersing lens),

Ib = Eb =intensity on the film plane of the light

scattered from a bubble,

BBR = Ih/I~,

r =(BBR)1~z=IEbI/IE~~~

Ix =maximum intensity on film plane (where E~ and

Eb constructively interfere),

Im =minimum intensity on film plane (where F~~ and

Eb destructively interfere),

M = (Ix — Im)/(IX + Im) =fringe modulation on film

plane: ~ 
. ,,.

,1

r

~, i` 
/ 

~;

so too iso
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Assuming that E~» E~„ then

Ix=(Er+E6~2=ET +2E~Eh ~

z z
Im=~Er—En~ =E~ —

2E~E6,

M = 4ETEb/2E~ = 2r.

E-(3_' Cul(uhuraiinrr / Holorruphv nJpr~rticle trnc•k
.s

If there are other sources of light hitting the film,

this calculation must be modified. In our setup, back
-

ground laser light (noise from, for example, multiple

reflections off the Chamber walls) hitting the film will

be proportional to the overall laser intensity and hence

proportional to the reference beam intensity, 1„ = kl~.

The intensity of the light on the film is now

Ir+I~=1r~1 +kJ,

and we must reduce the overall laser beam intensity to

avoid overexposing the film. A new laser intensity of

1/(1 + k) times the original will give the same exposure

on film:

I~ — In~~l -~ k~~

Ir' — Ir~ ~ l + k ~ >

then

I~,+I~ =~I~+I~~/~l+k~=~l+k~1~/~1~-kJ=lr.

Proceeding as above, but including the noise intensity

and using

etc. results in

and we see that the net effect of the noise is to reduce

the fringe modulation. If the noise were equal to the

reference beam (k = 1), the laser output must be lowered

to one half the original energy and the fringe modula-

tion has been reduced to one half the original value.

Defining BBR' (= rr2) as the Beam Branching Ratio

needed, with noise, to get the same fringe modulation as

was obtained without noise:

M' = M,

BBR' = BBR(1 + k )Z,

thus, the presence of noise requiies a higher BBR to

obtain the same fringe modulation. In case of noise

equal to reference beam intensity, a four times higher

BBR is needed.

We then assume that all bubbles whose fringe mod-

ulation M is higher than a certain limiting value will be

visible in the replayed hologram. The dispersing lens

shape was optimized to give the largest volume with a

BBR of 0.33 X 10-7 or greater for the lowest light input.

Assuming that this corresponds to the M for which a

bubble is just visible, adding noise light equal to the

reference beam (k = 1) would then require at least a

BBR of 133 X 10-7 for a bubble to be visible. Refer-

ring to fig. 4, one sees that such noise would drastically

reduce the volume visible in the hologram.

One source of such noise could be multiple reflec-

tions of the laser light inside the Bubble Chamber. The

magnitude of this effect can be estimated with a simple

calculation: if 10 J of laser light is sent into the Bubble

Chamber, the average light intensity on the Chamber

walls is 20 µJ/cmZ. The holographic film is part of the

wall and requires — 0.9 µJ/cm'-laser light to give the

desired density. The average noise light is — 20 times

the intended point source reference beam, indicating a

potential problem. During the first physics run, holo-

gram quality was degraded if more than — 0.6 J of laser

light was sent into the Bubble Chamber. To solve this

problem, baffles were designed and installed on the

Chamber walls for the second physics run. These baffles

trapped and absorbed the laser light after it had crossed

the Chamber once (section 4.1).

Another potential source of noise laser light hitting

the film is the multiple reflections inside the dispersing

lens. Of the < 10 J going through this lens, only 36 µJ

is intended to hit the film (area = 40 cmz) as the refer-

ence beam. Any of this intense laser light multiple

reflected in the dispersing lens and hitting the film

would add to the exposure and must be counted as

noise, because it is not part of the point source beam

used to construct the hologram. To prevent this, the

dispersing lens was designed to function also as the

Bubble Chamber pressure window, eliminating two

potentially reflecting surfaces; the shape of all the dis-

persing lens surfaces were carefully adjusted, with the

aid of a ray tracing program, to make serious multiple

reflections miss the film; light absorbing baffles were

i0000

a000

s000

a
0 4000

z000

0
to-

Fig. 4. Visible volume versus minimum detectable BBR in case

no noise light is reaching the holographic emulsion.
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placed between the lens elements and finally the surfaces

in the laser beam were ' V'-antireflection-coated (sec-

tions 3.2 and 3.3).

When the Bubble Chamber was sensitive, the intense

laser beam near the dispersing lens could induce bubble

formation. Later in the laser pulse, these bubbles had

grown large enough to scatter significant illumination

light directly onto the film, becoming another source of

noise laser light. Since this "microboiling" depends on

the amount of microscopic particles (NZ and HBO)

suspended in the Bubble Chamber liquid, this source of

noise laser light proved very hard to control, and is

thought to be responsible for much of the variation in

hologram quality throughout the run. In order to reduce

the laser beam intensity where it entered the Bubble

Chamber liquid, the dispersing lens was designed so the

output beam almost filled the 20-cm diameter of the

lens (section 3.6).

2.2. Effects of bubble growth and mooement, and oibra-

tions during the laser pulse

As will be discussed in section 4.2, the need to

prevent boiling ,of the Bubble Chamber liquid by the

incident laser energy (c 10 J) necessitates the use of a

"stretched" laser pulse (> 1µs), rather than the more

normally used Q-switched pulse (— 30 ns), in order to

minimize the instantaneous power flax in the pulse.

This meant that, in principle, the effects of bubble

growth and movement and of mechanical vibrations

could cause a significant path length difference change

between the reference and object beams during the laser

pulse. The resulting changing phase between the two

amplitudes reduces IX and increases Im giving a lower

fringe modulation. We assume the phase changes lin-

early with time 'during the laser pulse, and we consider

the desired "square wave" (i.e. intensity constant with

time) laser pulse. Rewriting Ix (from the pre~~ious sec-

tion) to include a phase angle /3 between ET and Eb

(where ~3 varies during the duration of the laser pulse)

0P/A =instantaneous path length difference/wave-

length,

,Q = 2~OP/~,

IX = E~ -F~ 2E~E6 Cos /3.

IX is then integrated over /3 from — S to S, choosing a

central value of /3 = 0 to give the maximum intensity:

with a total path length difference change (c1P/A)

equal to S/~r from the beginning to the end of the laser

pulse.

369

After Im has been calculated in a similar manner, we

find the fringe modulation

has been multiplied by a factor (sin S)/S, which is less

than or equal to 1.0. Defining BBR'(= rrz) as the Beam

Branching Ratio needed, with path difference change,

to get the same fringe modulation as was obtained

without this change:

M' = M,

r' = r/sin S/S~, or

BBR' = BBR/(sin S/S)z.

For a path length difference change of 1/4~ (S = m/4),

we require 1.23 times the BBR to get the same fringe

modulation as we had without the change; this is a

barely acceptable upper limit. If the change is limited to

1/8A, the factor is only 1.05 times the BBR.

Bubble diameters D grow according to D = 2A~,

where t is the time since growth started and A is a

constant depending- on the operating conditions (see

section 4.2 for details). Assuming the Chamber is oper-

ated to grow our desired 100-µm bubbles in 1 ms, the

bubble diameter is then growing at a rate of 0.1 µm/µs.

The optical path difference change for light scattered

at an angle a off a bubble which has grown in diameter

by DD is shown in fig. 5. For light which reflects off the

bubble:

OP=ODn~ sin~a/2~,

where ra l = 1.088 =refractive index of liquid Ne/HZ.

Fig. 5. Optical path difference of growing bubble (schematic).
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Fig. 6. Change in optical path length per change in diameter

for a growing gas bubble in neon—hydrogen (liquid optical

index 1.088) as a function of scattering angle a, for both
refracted and reflected rays.

The expression for light refracting through the bub-

ble is more complicated and will not be given here, but

its value is shown in fig. 6 and agrees with the above

expression within 5% fora > 23~.

For a bubble with its diameter growing at 0.1 µm/µs,

at an a of 30 ~ (45 ° ), the path difference change will be

1/4~ for a laser pulse length of 12.3 (8.3) µs. Laser

pulse lengths of half these values would be required to

BISECTOR 2 A

\ A 81SECTOF

~ ' 1

limit the change in path length difference to the more

desirable 1/8J~.

During the first physics run, before this calculation

had been made, most of the holograms were taken with

40-µs laser pulses and with higher bubble growth rates.

This unfortunate choice clearly extracted a heavy

penalty, both in the quality and in the volume of the

Chamber that could be recorded in those holograms

[11]. Laser pulse lengths of 7.5 µs or less were used

during the second physics run.

Motion of the bubbles during the laser pulse has an

effect similar to bubble growth. Track and bubble

movement can be subdivided into two main categories:

in their displacement together with the liquid due to its

compressibility during expansion and recompression,

and relative to the surrounding liquid, mainly due to

buoyancy forces.

- The isentropic compressibility of our neon/hydrogen

mixture is 1 x 10-3 cm2 kg-1 [18]. The expansion

ratio is DV/V = 0.6%, V being the total liquid

volume. The bubble movement together with the

liquid is a function of the distance from the piston: it

is more pronounced near the bottom of the Chamber

than near the top. Furthermore, it depends upon the

time when the tracks are produced: before the piston

reaches its lowest position during expansion this dis-

placement will be downwards, and during the recom-

pression upwards. Since the beam is injected during

the pressure minimum, when the piston is at its

lowest position and almost at rest, we can neglect the

bubble movement together with the liquid.

- Theoretical predictions of the lift velocity of a bubble

show only a slight dependence on temperature in the

i

~ ~ B

i
i B

displacement d along bisector displacement d 1 to bisector

Fig. 7. Optical path difference change of moving bubble.

0 P= 2dn~sin(a/2)
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operating range of huhble chambers, but a strong

dcpcndence on the actual bubble diameter. A change

of speed occurs when a diameter of D — 0.2 mm is

reached during the growth (or recompression) pro-

cess, i.e. when laminar flow turns into turbulent flow

(or vice versa). Measurements had been made in

liquid hydrogen in [he condition of turbulent flow

and gave a constant value of < 20 cm/s, in good

agreement with the theory [19~. For our liquid mix-

ture we expect values of the same order. Bubbles to

be photographed with holography will have attained,

however, only diameters of 0.1-0.2 mm. Therefore,

we still have laminar flow and the lift velocity of

bubbles is expected to be proportional to their diam-

eter squared: 1-3 cm/s, respectively.

The change in optical path difference for light

scattered at an angle a off a bubble which has moved

during the laser pulse is shown in fig. 7. Only the

component d of bubble motion which is along the

bisector of the incoming and the scattered light rays

contributes a path difference change; motion in the

orthogonal directions contributes no change:

DP = 2d sin(a/2).

For a bubble moving along the bisector with a speed

of 0.03 µm/µs, at an angle a of 30 ~ (45 ° ), the path

length difference change will be 1/4~ for a laser pulse

length of 11.2 (7.6) µs. Laser pulse lengths of half these

values would be required to limit the change in path

length difference to the more desirable 1/8A. Most

bubbles will have only a fraction of their velocity along

this direction; if the motion directions were random, the

average of the absolute value of the projection along

this axis would be half of the speed.

If the bubble motion is upward, due to buoyancy.

the magnitude of the effect will vary in different regions

of the holographic volume. In our experiment, the laser

axis (i.e. the direction of the reference beam through the

Chamber), was inclined at an angle /3 = 56.2 with the

horizontal. We define an azimuthal angle y about this

axis with y = 0 in the horizontal direction. In the holo-

graphic midplane, d = z cos /3 sin y, where cos /3 = 0.56

and .z is the upward bubble displacement. Bubbles

exactly to the left or right will not be affected, those

above or below the axis will have the largest effect.

Nearer the film than the midplane, the effect becomes

even larger for bubbles above the axis and less for those

below; the reverse is [rue for bubbles on the dispersing

lens side of the midplane.

Vibrations of the dispersing lens and holographic

film are induced when the Bubble Chamber is expanded

to drop the pressure in order to make the fluid track

sensitive. No actual measurements of the vibrations of

these components were made during these physics runs,

bue previous experience indicates that accelerations were

371

less than 5 g and displacements less than 0.1 cm. With

these limits, the maximum velocity would be 22 cm/s at

a frequency of 35 Hz. Even though this velocity was

reached at some time during the expansion cycle, the

velocity at the instant the hologram was taken would

likely be only a small fraction of the maximum.

If the dispersing lens moves a distance e perpendicu-

lar to the laser axis, the reference beam path length does

not change. The object beam path length to a bubble at

an angle O with the laser axis, as viewed from the lens,

will change by e sin O. If the motion is along the aacis,

the reference beam path length changes by e. The object

beam path length will change by e cos O, giving a net

change in path difference of e(1 —cos O). Similar ex-

pressions hold for motions of the holographic fIlm,

except the angle is now. q~, the angle of the bubble with

the a~cis as viewed from the film. Since these angles are

limited to 30 ~ or less in our application, the perpendic-

ular displacements produce larger path difference

changes.

For motion of the dispersing lens perpendicular to

the laser axis with a speed of 0.22 µm/µs, at an angle O

of 15 ~ (30 ~ ), the path difference change will be i/4A

for a laser pulse length of 3.0 (1.6) µs. However, these

pulse lengths. are unduly restrictive, both because the

ma~cimum velocity is unlikely to occur at the instant of

taking the hologram and because the actual vibrations

are probably less than the ma~cimum estimate made

above.

Al] three of these effects (bubble growth, bubble

motion, and vibration) generally increase in magnitude

as the scattering angle a increases. For the first two

effects and for the effect of vibrations on bubbles in the

holographic midplane the variation is as sin(a/2),

vibrations on bubbles out of the midplane show an

approximate sin(«/2) dependence. Since the light

scattered from a bubble decreases rapidly as a in-

creases, the BBR and fringe modulation are already low

for bubbles at large a. Usually a good hologram can

still be made of bubbles at smaller a, because these

effects are smaller and these bubbles started with a

higHer BBR and more "reserve" fringe modulation. A

measurement of the holographic volume is needed to

judge the magnitude of these optical path length change

effects.

The main parameter available to reduce these effects

is to shorten the laser pulse length. This must be bal-

anced against the occurrence of laser-induced boiling

(section 4.2), which is reduced by increasing the laser

pulse length. Since none of these effects (especially

vibrations), nor laser-induced microboiling are well un-

derstood, the best compromise laser pulse length must

be determined experimentally. Also, the temporal shape

of the laser pulse should be as close to "square wave" as

possible, in order to reduce the instantaneous power of

the beam.
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?..3. Luscr light distrrhturon in the Bubhle Chamber Table i
Limited and unlimited illumination (Omax = 3U ~ )

Our goal was to view the interaction point of high-

energy neutrinos in the Bubble Chamber with high

resolution in order 10 study particles with short lifetimes

which decay within a few millimeters. While the geo-

metric cross section of the neutrino beam is larger than

the diameter of the Chamber, and while events could

occur anywhere within the 28-m3 visible volume, the

events are more concentrated near the center of the

Chamber. To properly analyze these events in the con-

ventional pictures, we only accept interactions with

their vertex inside a restricted "fiducial volume" of

- 12 m3. The main reason for restricting this volume is

to allow sufficient track length for the interaction prod-

ucts in the visible volume to accurately measure angles

and momenta.

While we would like to record as much of this

fiducial volume in the hologram as possible, there are

practical limits. The amount of light scattered by a

bubble drops steeply as the scattering angle a increases

([17] and fig. 3), requiring more and more laser light to

record bubbles wiih large a. Laser-induced boiling gives

the first limit on how much light can be sent to the

Chamber, bui the Limit of total light available from a

pulse-stretched holographic ruby laser with present

technology is not far behind. More sensitive high-reso-

lution fine-grain holographic film would be a solution,

but the Agfa-Gevaert 10E75, pushed by developing

with phenidone, is already the most sensitive available

on today's market. Sending more light into the Cham-

ber also places a heavier burden on the light absorbing

baffles and reflection prevention design of the disper-

sing lens, as discussed in section 2.1.

We decided to limit the illumination half-angle O to

30 ~ from the laser a~cis, with a reference beam of 0.9

µJ/cmZ (needed to expose adequately our film). To find

the optimum lighi distribution from the lens, a com-

puter program was used which divided the field into

1/2° O bins, and then added energy to the bin where

the least amount of energy would make the next small

volume element (0.25 1} of the fiducial volume visible. A

BBR of 0.33 x 10-' was used to define when the volume

element would become visible in the hologram (sections

3.3 and 4.10).

The prelimucary designs, for a limited.laser energy,

had given light distributions which rose continuously to

a ma~cimum 3~aiue at a high O, and then dropped off.

Laser-induced boiling from such a distribution in the

Chamber is a hollow cone [6], with the whole outline of

the cone obscured in the conventional photographs,

even though there is little boiling in the central part of

the cone. We then investigated distributions with a

constant limit on the light intensity. Such distributions

wou]d give a solid, but shorter, cone of boiling, thus

reducing the obscured area in the conventional photo-

Laser energy Maximum intensity Visible volume

10.0 13A (limited) 4694

10.0 163 (unlimited) 4719

20.0 67.1 (unlimited) 5020

graphs. The results for limited and unlimited illumina-

tion are shown in table 1.

We selected the first design (fig. S) to limit the

boiling cone and because very little visible volume was

gained by increasing the energy above 10 J, which was

also the expected upper limit for a good holographic

beam from our pulse-stretched ruby laser.

At the time this light distribution was designed, the

effect of boiling within the duration of the laser pulse

(the microboiling effect, section 4.4) had not been

proven, and so was not considered in the optimization.

In the selected design, the light distribution with il-

lumination angle 5 ° c O c 15 ° is most effective at pro-

ducing microboiling.

Microboiling affects mainly the reference beam, and

thereby the quality of the hologram. To circumvent this

effect, atwo-beam technique could be envisaged. In

such a setup both the light passing through the central

part of the dispersing lens and noise light from micro-

boiling must be prevented from reaching the film and

the reference beam is derived directly from the laser.

Depending on the energy needed, the latter would be

taken out by a beam sputter after one of the amplifiers
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and then directed onto the film. Some technical aspects

of such a system have been studied [16], but such

development is arrested at present.

3. The experimental arrangement

Ttie layout for the laser beam is shown in fig. 9 (top
view). The safety requirements for the operation of
non-explosion-proofed electrical equipment near a hy-
drogen area, the stray field from the Bubble Chamber
magnet and the demand for adust-free environment
made it necessary to install the laser far away (— 29 m)
from the volume to be holographed. The laser was
placed in a separate, air-conditioned clean room. The
beam was guided through an evacuated underground
pipe to the bottom of the Chamber, where it was made

to diverge by [he dispersing lens. The aspheric lens was
positioned in the Bubble Chamber vessel, its flat side

Facing the cryogenic liquid (Ne/Hz a[ — 30 K). It also
acted as a pressure window. A ruby laser was used

because its wavelength does not overlap too much with
the spectrum of the flash lamp of the conventional

cameras, and also because of the availability of a high-

quality ruby laser specifically designed for holographic
purposes. A description of the various elements follows.

3.1. The laser

Originally a KORAD laser [20] had been used (avail-
able during our tests for no charge), but was replaced

~~ N

—~ -.~.—

newlaser .
rooma~dit(on existing)annex

lasertube ~ j —~T
irrdrs ~

L ~~-~- ~
- ~ i ~- ,
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30 ~ budding

~ \
i

50~ws ~'—' i ~~~ophitfil
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Fumdabl5'bubd¢ chamber
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Fig. 9. Laser room, beam pipes, and Bubble Chamber (top
view). Shown are lines of constant magnetic field near the laser

room.
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for the physics runs by a powerful holographic ruby

laser system (JK Laser System 2000). Our main modifi-

cation of this commercial system consisted in incorpo-

rating apulse stretching circuit into the oscillator stage.

Its latest version has been described in refs. [21,22]. The
characteristics of the light output obtained were:
— Pulse duration adjustable from — 2 to 100 µs, but

studied in more detail in the range from 3 to 16 µs,

— fairly flat pulses with little overawing at the begin-

ning,
— coherence length in excess of 11 m for — 2-µs pulses,
— ma~cimum energy varying with these conditions, but
< 8 J with a stability of ± 10%,

— repetition rate for the above conditions: — 1 pulse

every 10 s with reproducible pulse shapes.
Precautions had to be taken to prevent adverse ef-

fects on the temporal output characteristics of the

amplified laser beam by a) specular and diffuse reflec-

tions of downstream optical elements, which can gain
energy by passing through the amplifiers, and b) self-
oscillation between the laser amplifiers. Both effects
would disturb the correct performance of the oscillator
pulse stretching circuit.

These problems could be solved by placing an opti-

cal isolator between the amplifiers and the oscillator.
The light from the oscillator has a linear vertical polari-
zation and the amplifier rods were aligned for this
polarization. This isolator must not alter the polariza-
tion of light going from the oscillator to the amplifiers.
But the plane of polarization of light travelling in the
opposite direction should be rotated by 90 ~ in order to
discriminate between the back-reflected light and the
light coming from the oscillator. Such a system was
built using a polarizer, a Faraday rotator (aperture 5
mm, optimum spectrum between 500 and 800 nm, for-
ward transmission of — 85%, and minimum reverse
isolation of 100:1, Manufacturer: Optics for Research,
Inc.) and ahalf-wave plate.

3.2. The beam transport and monitoring

The output beam of the laser was sent down by a
mirror, and it traveled underground in a 30-cm diame-

ter beam pipe with three bends and a total length of
— 27 m. The pipe was closed at both ends by flat
windows. Three mirrors inside the pipe directed the
beam towards the Bubble Chamber. The system was
kept under vacuum, both to avoid back reflections from
focusing the laser beam in a medium, and for safety and
cleanliness.

Special mounts were designed to allow for the ad-
justment of the mirrors while the system was under
vacuum. Front surface dielectric-coated high-reflectivity
mirrors were used in all four locations. Once inside the
Bubble Chamber building, t`he laser beam pipe was

reduced to 15 cm in diameter, which was adequate for
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the 5-cm laser beam and dispersing lens diameter. The

laser beam was increased to — K cm in diameter during

the second physics run.

In order to obtain a spatial distribution of laser light

on the dispersing lens of good quality, we designed and

installed an optical relay in the beam pipe. An optical

relay is intended to transfer a beam of light from one

plane to another, maintaining both the position, angles

and phases of all rays. The basic relay is two positive

lenses of focal length j, separated by a distance 2J.

Light from a plane on one side of these lenses will be

relayed to a plane on the other side, provided the two

planes are a distance 4f apart. We generalized this to

include a magnification change between the planes,

both to expand our laser beam (— 2-cm output at the

amplifier) to the 5-cm diameter needed and to help

remove the need for any relay lenses withi❑ the virtually
inaccesible 19-m underground section of our existing

laser beam pipe.

A two-stage relay was used. The first stage used the

existing JK Laser lenses, modified only by reversing the

two telescope lenses so that the positive lens was now

closer to the laser, and relayed a plane at the output of

the oscillator, through the amplifiers, to a plane at the

output of the telescope. The focus (required in each

relay stage) was at the spatial filter. This could be done

in air, because only the low power laser beam from the

oscillator was present at this point. The second stage

relayed this plane to the input of the dispersing lens.

The focus of this second stage was in the under-

ground beam pipe and has the full laser power. At ttus

focus, it is essential to have vacuum (— 0.1 Torr), since

high beam intensity in air results in plasma formation

with a harmful back reflection of the beam. We experi-

enced such damage during initial tests with the beam-

expanding telescope.

The lenses for the second stage relay were telephoto

combinations, where a strong positive and a strong

negative lens act together to produce the same effect as

a weaker positive lens some distance away. The tele-

photo combination (f„ _ —0.35 m, fP = +0.6 m)

mounted just outside the laser end of the underground

section of beam pipe functioned optically as if it were a

weaker positive lens (j= +3 m) mounted 3 m further

into the pipe. These BK7 lenses were available commer-

cially and then `V'-coated for the ruby wavelength.

Finally, the distance between the lenses in the combina-

tion was adjusted to correct for the actual focal length

of the lenses.

The first lens in this combination was mounted

outside the evacuated beam pipe and could be adjusted

to vary the size of the laser beam at the dispersing lens,

while still maintaining an acceptable approximation to

the relay condition. The other second stage relay lenses

were mounted inside the vacuum pipe, near the ends of

the underground section.

The detailed design and final optimization of the

two-stage relay system was done using Code V *. This

program was also used to trace reflections from each

lens surface backward through the relay to learn if any

were focused near optical elements or the laser. One

such potentially damaging back reflection was found; it

was steered to miss the mirror at risk by a small tilt

off-axis of the second lens in the first combination. This

two-stage relay greatly improved the spatial distribution

of tl~e laser beam on the dispersing lens; it is discussed

in ref. [23].

Modifications for holography had to be made on the

bottom part of the 15-Foot Bubble Chamber, as shown

in fig. 1. The laser beam entered its vacuum tank

through a warm window to reach the Chamber window

and the dispersing lens assembly. Since the main vacuum

tank is pumped by oil diffusion pumps, a pipe had to

isolate the optic elements to prevent oil contamination

and contain the Chamber liquid in case of the unlikely

breakage of two pressure windows. The spaces between

the dispersing lens, which served as Chamber window,

the safety window, and the vacuum tank window were

pumped by the same high-quality, clean (ion getter)

pumps that serviced the six sets of hemispherical fisheye

windows at the top of the Bubble Chamber.

For protection against the remote possibility of

breaking or leaking of all three pressure windows, which

would allow the escape of the Bubble Chamber liquid,

this pipe was equipped with an automatic valve just

outside the vacuum tank. The pipe contained a bellows

to allow for movement of the Bubble Chamber vessel

relative to the vacuum tank during cooldown and dur-

ing the expansion cycle.

All transparent elements in the laser beam path to

the Bubble Chamber (i.e. four windows, the dispersing

]ens plus a small negative lens) were made from fused

silica of optical grade Homosil. This material has an

extremely small coefficient of thermal contraction, ex-

cellent homogeneity, and a very high threshold for

damage from the high-power laser beam (>_ 1.3

GW/cmz). In our experiment the beam was spread over

a surface area of — 20 cm2 on most of the lenses, and,

with the' laser operated in the pulse-stretched mode

described in section 3.1 above, an ample safety margin

against laser damage was maintained.

3.3. The dispersing lens

During the initial part of the experiment a single

element dispersing lens was used. It had been tested

earlier in BEBC [6,24] and was designed for a parallel, 5

cm in diameter Gaussian-distributed beam from a ruby

* Optical design ray tracing program leased from Optical

Research Associates, Pasadena CA, USA.
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laser. It dispersed the light over a cone with a half angle
of — 28~ within the Bubble Chamber's visible volume.
It was mounted in the vacuum space between the flat
Chamber and vacuum tank windows, and could be
moved along the optical ass to allow for the study of
laser-induced boiling as a function of the peak power
density at the entry of the beam into the liquid.

For the second physics run we used a new, two-ele-
ment lens (quartz: optical grade Homosil), which served
also as Bubble Chamber window.

The lens was designed so as to minimize boiling on
the quartz-liquid interface:
a) the laser beam intensity was spread over a larger

surface as compared to the one-element lens (315
and 125 cm2, respectively);

b) the flat output surface was inclined by 34~ from
horizontal (as was the Chamber window for the
one-element lens), which reduced the possibility of
accumulation of "dirt" on this surface; and

c) the mounting flange was now underneath the lens
surface to avoid trapping of parasitic bubbles (fig.
10).
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The combined dispersing lens/Bubble Chamber
window system was designed under several constraints.
It was required to disperse a parallel incident beam of
diameter 5 cm to fill a cone of half angle 30 ~ in the
Bubble Chamber liquid. The incident intensity distribu-
tion, assumed to be uniform after propagation of the
beam from the laser 29 m away, was to be transformed
into the calculated optimum angular intensity distribu-
tion in the Chamber. The surface energy density as the
beam entered the liquid was required to be < 0.1 J/cm2
to prevent boiling. There should be no significant peaks
in the light intensity due to reflections of the beam from
the lens surfaces. Finally, the center of the lens system
was required to have a focal length determined by the
requirement that the reference beam exposes the film
correctly.

In order to achieve the large beam diameter at the
quartz—liquid interface a system of two lenses with
intervening drift space was utilized. For ease of manu-
facture, the first lens was piano-concave with a standard
radius for the concave surface. A first design of the
second lens/window resulted in a surface contacting the

SECOND ELEI TENT DISPERSING BENS

APERTURE

~ i FIRST ELEI'IENT DISPERSING LENS

LASER EEA11

Fig. 10. Drawing of the dispersing lens, with the baffles between the two lens elements.

„, z-,,<,
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liyui~i that ~~•as not quite plan. Since this design would

ha~~e required grinding and polishing two optical

surfaces with accurate control of their concentricity, it

was decided to constrain the second surface of this lens

ro be piano also.

The actual design of the aspheric first surface of the

lens/window was performed numerically. Starting from

the center, rays of increasing input beam radius were

traced through the piano-concave lens. The integrated

laser energy inside each ray was calculated using the

assumed flat input beam distribution. The required

outgoing energy distribution in the Bubble Chamber

liquid was also integrated to produce a table of total

energy contained within various angles. This table was

entered with the integrated incident beam energy and

the desired outgoing angle was determined. Using Snell's

law, this angle was propagated back through the

quartz—liquid surface to determine the angle of the ray

within the quartz.

Using the angles of the upcoming ray from the

piano-concave lens and the outgoing ray within the

quartz as determined by back propagation, Snell's law

determined the slope of the aspheric surface. The series

of slopes thus determined by tracing rays of increasing

radius was integrated to yield the shape of the aspheric

surface. Finally, the inner 0.7 mm of the calculated

surface was modified to be spherical with a radius of

5.283 mm determined by the requirement that the central

portion of the beam covers an output half angle to 1.6 °

and a circle at the film (4.1 m away) of radius 11 cm.

a

This was chosen to be three times larger than the film

size to allow for misalignment. It produces the required

beam intensity for correct exposure.

Fig. 10 shows the lens combination and the baffles

between the two components. The latter are intended to

catch the light from the antireflection-coated surfaces of

the first lens and the inner surface of the aspheric lens,

as well as reflections from any other parts of the assem-

bly, which would otherwise spoil the reference beam.

As pointed out earlier, multiple reflections inside the

dispersing lens are a potential source of noise light

which would increase the minimum detected BBR and

greatly reduce the holograph volume. A computer pro-

gram was written to trace all reflected rays through the

optical system shown in fig. 10. The program kept track

of the energy in both S and P polarization for the ray

and divided these energies into the reflected and trans-

mitted rays at each optical surface, according to the

coating assumed. Laser energy leaving the system from

the various surfaces was histogramed and individual ray

paths could be printed. Detailed information for rays

hitting the film was output. For these calculations, the

holographic film was taken to be a 3-cm radius circle on

the lens a~cis, 400 cm above the lower edge of the lens.

The energy of the design reference beam in this circle is

26 µ J.
Consider the reflected rays shown in fig. lla for an

early design of the dispersing lens with uncoated

surfaces. (To save figure space, two rays are shown, one

on each side of the figure; in fact, both rays are cylin-
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Fig. 11. (a) Paths of two light rays (with slightly different initial radial position in the laser beam) through an early design of the

dispersing lens. The main rays are shown by solid lines; reflected rays by dashed lines. A "T" indicates a total internal reflection. The

total energy reaching the film, from the bundle of reflected rays similar to the one shown, is also given, assuming uncoated lens

surfaces. (b) Paths of two light rays (chosen to be the worst remaining cases, similar to the two rays in (a) above) through the final

design of the dispersing lens. As the result of tapering the lower sidewall of the lens, the ray starting on the left undergoes two

additional (nontotal internal) reflections before reaching the film with greatly reduced energy. Reflections from the ray starting on

the right now miss the film entirely. Uncoated surfaces were also assumed here.
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dric:illy symmetric.) If this design had been used 11.3 µJ

from these two reflections alone would have produced

an average noise to total light intensity ratio of

11.3/37.3 = 0.3, which would have doubled the mini-

mum detectable BBR (fig. 20), and drastically reduced

the volume of the Chamber visible in the holograms

(fig. 4). This noise light can be reduced by either apply-

ing ahigh quality antireflective coating to the optical

surfaces or redesigning the lens to prevent the ret7ected

rays from reaching the film. We elected to do both.

Similar rays (actually the new worst case rays were

selected) are shown in fig. llb for the final lens design.

Tapering the lower sidewall of the lens has reduced

reflections from the ray starting on the left to an insig-

nificant level, even with uncoated surfaces, and caused

reflections from the ray starting on the right to miss the

film completely. The other shape changes to the lens

sides similarly reduced reflections from rays starting

from different radial positions. After making all design

shape changes, an e~chaustive ray tracing check was

made with the computer program to be sure that solving

known reflection problems had not created new ones.

The effect of antireflective coating on the principle

(aspheric and top flat) surfaces of the dispersing lens

was also investigated with the ray tracing program. (The

cylindrical side surfaces of the 20-cm diameter lens

would have been too difficult to coat.) Using a single

layer magnesium fluoride coating would have reduced

the 11.3 µJ of fig. lla to 6.2 µJ hitting the film. This

rather small effect is because of the rather low optical

index of fused. silica (1.455) compared to MnF2 (1.38).

The three-layer V-coating for the ruby laser wavelength

actually used was calculated to reduce the energy of fig.

11ato0.19µJ.

A good antireflective coating is also very important

in reducing diffuse reflections. With uncoated surfaces,

almost 03-J reflected light goes out the dispersing lens

sides and bottom flat. Most of this light encountered

the back (carbon, filled) teflon lining of the lens mount,

but some fraction is diffusely reflected back through the

lens into the Chamber, contributing to the level of the

noise light. The three-layer V-coating reduces this by a

factor of - 50.

3.4. The I S-Foot Bubble Chamber

The 15-Foot Bubble Chamber is an almost spherical

vessel (fig. 1), 12.5 ft in diameter [25] *, operated with

cryogenic liquids. Its total volume is about 33 m3, the

visible volume is limited by the optics to some 28 m3. It

can be photographed simultaneously by six cameras

The beam entrance cone had been removed, which originally

extended the chamber's length in the beam direction to 15

ft.
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arranged on the top. These cameras have wide-angle

lenses, each of which sees through three concentric

hemispherical windows, so-called fish-eye lenses, into

the liquid. Conventional photography is made in

bright-field illumination, using an annular flashtube

around each wide-angle lens. The inside of the Chamber

is wall-papered with a retrodirective material (Scotch-

lite), which has the property of returning incoming light

parallel (with a small opening angle of only - 0.5 °) to

the lens, almost independent of the angle of incidence

up to 60 ~. Optionally, the camera ports can be equipped

with a lens about 2.5 times the resolution-0f-the-s~a~--

dard lenses, but, with a considerably smaller volume

(- 1 m3) in focus. For our experiment such a lens was

put into one optic port. Another port was used for the

holographic camera.

The Chamber has on its bottom a large expansion

piston (1.8 m in diameter) to sensitize the liquid during

the arrival of the pulsed particle beam. For optical

reasons this piston is covered by a floating disc (2 m in

diameter) covered with Scotchlite. During our runs the

expansion sequence was three pulses at 10-s intervals,

followed by a 40-s pause. It was determined mainly by

the three fast ejections of protons from the Tevatron

during the flat top of one acceleration cycle of - 60 s.

For thermal insulation the Chamber vessel is sur-

rounded by a vacuum tank, which also contains the two

superconducting coils with their cryostat, producing a

magnetic field of 3 T.

The Bubble Chamber is surrounded by electronic

detectors, one being installed inside the vacuum tank

between the liquid vessel and the magnet, covering

almost 360 ° (Internal Picket Fence, IPF [26]), and

counter planes downstream, outside the vacuum tank

(External Muon Identifier, EMI [27]).

3.5. The holographic camera

The new laser window on the bottom of the Bubble

Chamber aimed directly at one of the optic ports. An

e~sting camera was modified such that the holographic

film was transported down to the center of the fish-eye

lenses 4.1 m away form the dispersing lens. The film

was positioned in the fish-eye such that its plane con-

tained the center of curvature of the fish-eye and was

perpendicular to the reference beam direction to within

about 1~. The film drive was modified to handle the

stiffer (thicker) holographic film used during part of the

run. The new platen was lapped flat to ~/4 and a new

vacuum system was added to securely clamp the film.

Three platen-based fiducials were exposed on the holo-

graphic film to permit accurate placement of the film on

a replay machine. A red colour filter (RG 665) was

installed in front of the holographic film as well as

filters with a complementary colour (BG 39) in front of

the flashcubes of the conventional cameras in the other
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ports. These filters prevented light from the conven-

tional cameras from exposing the holographic film. Ex-

posure of the conventional film by laser light was nol a

prohlem at the present energy level, due to the high j

number of the conventional lenses (J/12), the presence

of a Wratten 58 colour filter in each lens, and the low

sensitivity of the Kodak 2482 film to the deep red ruby

laser light. Four fast photodiodes were mounted nn the

platen next to the holographic film to monitor the

reference beam intensity.

3.6. Timing

The exact timing for the firing of the laser with

respect to the occurrence of the neutrino interaction is

crucial for our holographic recording. The beam spill

from the accelerator has a width of -- 3 ms, and an

interaction can occur during this entire interval. How-

ever, we needed to determine the interaction time with a

precision better than -- 0.1 ms to be able to record the

bubbles from such an event after a growth time of - 1

ms, when they obtained the desired diameter of - 100

µm (see results in section 4.9). Therefore, we had to rely

on the real time information from the coincidence of

hits in the electronic counters (event trigger derived

from EMI and IPF) outside the active Bubble Chamber

volume [28].

A lower limit on the time delay (> 0.9 ms) for the

laser is given by the inherent features of the laser power

supply and the rise time of the flash lamp voltage. The

ruby rod contains the maacimum energy at - 1.1 ms

after power is applied to the flash tubes, and at a time

less than 1.0 ms the laser output energy is too low to

produce good holograms. It was thus necessary to con-

struct atrigger logic to generate a signal immediately

after the event occurs. The injection time of the neu-

trino beam relative to the expansion of the Bubble

Chamber, the expansion ratio and the liquid tempera-

ture are parameters which allow the adjustment of the

growth rate of bubbles. We operate such that 100-µm

bubbles are produced after - 1 ms for the holograms

and - 400-µm bubbles after - 10 ms for [he conven-

tional photographs.

4. Experimental results

Several technical aspects of huge Bubble Chamber

holography were investigated and centered around the

laser-induced boiling, which affects the usefulness of the

conventional photographs and the hologram quality.

We studied the effects of:

- alignment, size and spatial distribution of the laser

beam in front of the dispersing lens upon visible

volume and image quality;

- pulse duration (and energy) upon macroscopic boil-

ing;

- laser-induced microscopic (and other parasitic) bub-

bles upon the minimum detectable beam branching

ratio;

- pulse duration upon picture clarity (vibration of opti-

cal elements, liquid turbulence, bubble movement

and growth);

- filtering the liquid upon boiling;

- back reflections upon shape of the stretched pulse;

and

- operating conditions of the Bubble Chamber (tem-

perature, expanded pressure) upon bubble density

and size and upon the visibility of tracks in holo-

grams.

4.1. Laser beam alignment and reflections in the chamber

Preliminary alignment was done by directing a He-

Ne laser (7 mW), mounted on the JK Laser support

plate, sending its light via two 45 ~ (removable) mirrors

down the ruby laser beam path and using ground glass.

Initially the alignment, position, and spatial structure of

the ruby laser beam were studied by temporarily redi-

recting the beam out the side of the pipe with a movable

mirror just before it entered the dispersing lens and

using burn paper. This was later replaced by a more

sophisticated system, which monitored the beam profile

and its position, angle of incidence on the diverging lens

and energy on a pulse-by-pulse basis, using an on-line

computer in the Bubble Chamber control room. This

system is described in ref. [23].

Warm Chamber tests indicated the necessity of hav-

ing - 6 J of laser light to get the right exposure on the

film and to obtain holograms in a reasonably large

volume. At this high intensity a large amount of stray

light can be produced and must be prevented from

reaching the holographic film by multiple reflections. A

calculation of the effect of stray light on the holo-

graphic fringe modulation on the film has alieady been

given in section 2.1, and the importance of minimizing

this effect was treated there.

Baffles were mounted in the Bubble Chamber cover-

ing the entire 30 ° half angle laser illumination cone to

absorb as much of the light as possible. Any unab-

sorbed light will undergo multiple reflections inside the

Chamber and a fraction will hit the holographic film.

reducing the fringe modulation.

The baffles on the main spherical wall, made out o~

220 blades, were arranged somewhat like venetian

blinds. They were constructed of black anodizes

aluminum. The design was such that any ray of laser

light would be reflected at least twice by a black

anodized surface before reentering the main volume of

the Bubble Chamber. Those upper horizontal surfaces

that were visible from the conventional cameras were
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covered by Scotchlite to minimize the reduction in the

Chamber's useful volume.

The baffles in the "beanie", or small hemisphere at

the top of the Bubble Chamber were simil~ir to the ones

on the main sphere, but differed in several details.

Because of the smaller radius of the hemisphere, the

need to avoid the cylindrical camera window mounts

("nozzles"), and the need to block the line of sicht from

any of the six cameras, the 221 beanie baffle blades

were mounted in 24 planar segments.

Fig. 12a is a photograph of the baffles (not yet all of

them installed in the beanie), taken when the Chamber

was open, from the region of the expansion piston. Fig.

12b shows part of the baffles, as seen during the oper-

ation of the track-sensitive Chamber with one of the

cameras. It shows that parasitic boiling on the borders

of the baffles was at a very low and acceptable level.

The efforts to reduce stray light from the laser to a

minimum were successful, as can be seen from fig. 13.

4.2. General remarks on parasitic (laser-induced) boiling

The study of the pulse stretching upon laser-induced

boiling was a main concern. Bubble sizes are "micro-

scopic" (< 10 µm) during the laser pulse, but can

scatter enough light to dilute the reference beam. The
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diameter of these densely packed bubbles increases in

proportion to the square root of their growth time, and

they are "macroscopic" (— 100 µm) when the conven-

tional photographs are taken. This will be discussed in

more detail in the following sections.

Bubble creation has not been described analytically

in a completely satisfactory manner, neither for the

so-called parasitic bubbles formed on uneven surfaces,

nor for production by ionizing particles (e.g. [29,30] and

[30-33], respectively). The main difficulty arises from

the insufficient knowledge of the energy deposited

within the volume of a critical bubble with a diameter

of - 5 x 10-6 cm (about 200 eV for heavy liquids),

which has to take place within less than 10-10 s.

Laser light could ionize hydrogen or neon (ionization

energy for liquid hydrogen - 20 eV, for neon - 130

eV) by a multiphoton process and thus reproduce the

usual mechanism for bubble creation; the excitation of

the hydrogen molecule could constitute another option.

As shown in ref. [34], this possibility was ruled out for

the production of bubbles with a nitrogen laser (A = 337

nm, 3.68 e~ in an argon, nitrogen, and a hydrogen

bubble chamber.

Similar calculations for our experiment, where the

thermodynamic conditions of the liquid, the wavelength

of the laser (~ = 694 nm, 1.79 ems, its pulse duration,

k~

Yr ~~

Fig. 12. Baffles inside the Bubble Chamber: (a) view from the piston region towards the top of the empty Bubble Chamber, showing

the six optic ports, the rippled structure of the main heat exchanger (beanie head), some of its baffles, as well as most of the baffles

on the side walls; (b) view from one of the cameras into the track-sensitive Bubble Chamber, showing the baffles on the side walls.
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laser-induced bubbles (number of bubbles per wait

volume) to an acceptable level.

During all tests with short pulses, when we produced

bubbles abundantly, we found that thev did not grow

anywhere to sizes comparable to bubbles along particle

tracks. A plausible explanation is that they are too

densely packed; there is not enough heat available in

their ~~irinity to supple the energy for "normal" gro~i•th.

It was not possible to determine accurately the diameter

of these bubbles:

a) identification of individual bubbles in stereoviews is

not possib►e, and therefore we do not know suffi-
cienliy well the spatial coordinates (magnification),

and

b) the diameter of the laser-induced bubbles is consid-

erably smaller than the resolution limit of the stan-

dard optics (— 500 µm) [6,11].

An attempt to do this was made by projecting these

bubble images on a conventional scanning table with

high magnification. The bubble image sizes along the

upward edge of the hollow boiling cone were measured

as FWHM value of their intensity profile using an array

of photodiodes and an oscilloscope. The Bubble Cham-

ber coordinates of the measured points were obtained

using two-view reconstruction from which the demab

nification of 'the fish-eye windows and camera lenses

were calculated. The proportionality constant A in the

bubble growth law was determined, with a fairly large

uncertainty, and found to be a factor of — 3 smaller

than the constant determined for track bubbles [il].

Ideally, one would like to determine, as a function of

laser energy and pulse duration, the volume in which

laser-induced bubbles appears, as well as its shape. Due

to the energy distribution of the laser light given by the

design of the dispersing lens used in the first physics

run, this cone was hollow (see also ref. [6]). Since the

contours of this volume fade out, only estimates could

be made.
For the tests in the technical run the height of the

boiling cone, measured from the dispersing lens, was

assessed. The laser was operated in free-lasing. Q-

switched, and stretched-pulse modes. These laser pulses,

at various energies, were injected into the track-sensitive

Bubble Chamber during its pressure minimum (75/25

mole o Ne/H, at 30 K (P~aPo„~ = 7.8 bar), P~namhe~ — 8.6
bar, P~xP,,,~~~ _ ~•6 bar). Conventional photographs were

taken — 10 ms after the laser pulse. Fig. 14 shows

photographs for the three kinds of pulses at about the

same energy. The height of the boiling cone was found

to have a roughly linear increase when plotted against

the square root of the incoming laser enemy. Fig. 15

shows measurements of the height of the boiling cone

versus the incoming laser energy for Q-switched and

stretched (— 2.2 µs) pulses. This plot shows that the

height of the boiling cone is proportional to the square

root of the total light input energy. This result is con-

Icml

30o Height of boiling cone

too

loo

x Q-switched
-120 ns

Stretched
-2.Z NS

0.5 1.0 1.5

~= Laser input power (Joules)

Fig. 15. Height of boiling cone inside the liquid as function of
laser input power for two pulse durations.

sistent with theoretical calculations if one assumes a

threshold light flux for bubble creation. The pulse-

stretched and the Q-switched data are in agreement

with a threshold light flux of the order of 100 W/cmz.

This is, however, two orders of magnitude below the

flux one would need to explain bubble formation by

ionization.
For the same amount of boiling one can increase the

laser energy by a factor of — 7 by stretching the pulse

from 120 ns to 2.2 µs. The boiling is reduced to negligi-

ble amount when stretching the pulse to the range of

tens of microseconds.
When using the two-element dispersing lens we could

send up to 6-J laser pulses with durations as short as 4

µs into the Chamber producing practically no macro-

scopic boiling. This improved behaviour, as compared

to [he use of [he one-element lens (<_ 0.6 J), was par-

tiall_y due to the decreased energy density of the beam

when entering the Chamber liquid, and partially due to

the enhanced flatness of the laser pulse.

4.4. Pulse stretching and microscopic boiling

The laser-induced bubble formation and growth dur-

ing the laser pulse, affects the hologram by scattering

additional light into the reference beam, thus reducing

the fringe modulation (section 2.1), but it is expected to

have very little influence upon the object beam.

There is some indication for the presence of a time

threshold for the absorption of sufficient energy on

particulate matter, before the first bubbles can be

created. After this initial delay bubbles are created on

these hot spots during the remainder of (and even

beyond) the laser pulse. Their growth rate will follow

the tl~Z-law. Diameters of 4, 12, and 40 µm at the end

of the light pulse are calculated for stretched pulses of
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1, 10 and 100 µs, respectively, when using the growth

factor A for track bubbles. These diameters constitute

an upper limit, they are probably smaller by a factor of

— 3 (section 4.3).

Convincing evidence for the presence of microscopic

bubbles near the dispersing lens came from the simulta-

neous measurement of the laser beam intensity behind

the last amplifier and at the film platen, and is shown in

fig. 16. The quality of the holograms was in general

good ~~•hen the time dependence of the intensity at the

two monitors was similar and t7at with time. However,

the hologram quality degraded and tracks became fuzzy

when, for an incoming fiat pulse, the intensity at the

film platen showed a substantial increase with time. We

explain this behaviour by the production of microbub-

bles, «~hich scatter useless light into the reference beam.

Then the lens no longer acts as a point source. The

reconstructed holograms of the laser entrance window

also indicate the presence of the boiling.

Fig. 17 shows the increasing slope of the light inten-

sity vs time curve, which was used as an nn-line monitor

for the amount of microboiling, measured at the film

platen with increasing laser input energies at a pulse

duration of 7.7µs.

4.5. Filtering of the liquid and boiling

The 15-Foot Bubble Chamber is equipped with a

special pump loop cooling circuit. Chamber fluid is

withdrawn from the space underneath the piston, cooled,

and sent to an external liquid pump through transfer

lines. The pump is in an external dewar to remove it

from the high magnetic field of the Bubble Chamber.

The fluid is then returned to the Chamber in one of [wo

ways. The primary path is through a cooling loop around

Fig. 16. Oscilloscope picture of light intensities (arbitrary units)
of a laser pulse (duration 2µs) vs time. The upper trace is
measured downstream of the last laser amplifier, [he lower
[race is measured with photodiodes on the film plane. The

horizontal scale is 0.5 µs/div.
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Fig. 17. Slope of the laser light intensity vs time curve mea-

sured at the film plane, as function of laser input energies into

the Chamber for 7.7-µs pulse duration.

the piston seal area, to remove the heat generated by the

sliding piston seals, and then back into the space under-

neath the piston. An alternate path is to the top of the

Bubbie Chamber; this mode is frequently used to help

mix the part neon, part hydrogen fluid. The necessary

piping, valves, and two filter holders were installed at

the output of the pump to hold commercially available

5, 2, 0.5, or 0.2-µm sintered metal cryogenic filters. The

flow was directed through one filter at a time; the other

filter element could be inspected or replaced without

stopping pump loop flow. In the mining mode, a volume

equal to the Chamber volume passed through the pump

loop and filters about every 10 h. This filtering was

done whenever the Chamber was not pulsing.

No pressure drop across the filter was observed

during the filtering, and they did not reveal any accu-

mulation of macroscopic solid matter during their in-

spection at intermediate warm-up. We do not know for

sure if filtering actually removed particulate matter

from the Chamber liquid and reduced the laser-induced

boiling. We are left with various hypotheses:

a) particulate matter is so small, [hat it can even pass

through a 0.2-µm filter;

b) that due to the low viscosity of the liquid these

particles were not moved towards the filter;

c) and/or that adhesive (electrostatic) forces attached

most of it to the Scotchlite of the Chamber wall and

to the dispersing lens.

4.6. Bubble Chamber operating conditions

Once the mixture ratio of neon to hydrogen is cho-

sen for physics reasons (density, absorption, collision

_::~
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and r.idiation lengths), the only adjustable parameters

are the liquid temperature and the expansion ratio.

They must be chosen such as to give optimum bubble

size and density (>_ 50/cm), both for holography and

conventional photographs.

A way to satisfy these requirements simultaneously

is to raise the liquid temperature above values generally

used in big bubble chambers (figs. 7 and S in ref. [33]).

However, one then has to accept the (minor) disad-

vantage that tracks become fairly solid in the conven-

tional photographs due to bubble coalescence. Any ioni-

zation measurements for particle identification suffer

from this operation mode.

The conditions (temperature of the liquid, pressures,

delays for triggering the laser and the flash lamps) used

for most of the second physics run were:

62/38 mol`90 neon/hydrogen;

T, (mixture) = 7.47 bar = 108.4 psia = 29.6 K;

~'~aPo~r~H2 bulb) = 7.82 bar =112 psia;

P~nambe~ = g•41 bat = 122 psia;

PeXPa~a~a = 5.31 bar = 77 psia;

~~laser = 1 mS~

~rconv = g mS.

Our single-beam technique was particularly sensitive

to microboiling near the entrance of the laser beam into

the liquid. Heat convection inside the Chamber is slow.

Once the liquid near the dispersing lens is heated, the

following laser pulses) will tend to escalate the boiling

process due to the now higher sensitivity of the liquid.

Therefore, efforts were undertaken to keep the liquid in

the lower part of the Chamber cooler by a few hundredth

of a degree than on its top. In addition, the pressure

drop during expansion could be reduced slightly, so that

the desired bubble growth rate and density could be

maintained, but the sensitivity of the liquid near the

laser entrance was lowered.

It is probable that particulate matter settled on the

surface of the dispersing lens and acted as bubble nuclei

when hit by the laser beam. Attempts were made with

some success to remove this matter by sending a few

Q-switched laser pulses of high energy into the Cham-

ber, thereby producing violent boiling and large convec-

tion to wash the dirt away.

4.7. Holographic film material and processing

The holographic film used for recording was an

Agfa—Gevaert, Holotest 10E75 emulsion, 70 mm wide

with sprocket holes (Kodak type II perforations) in

600-ft rolls, coated on a polyester base. The laser-

induced boiling and stray light limited the peak power

density that could be used for the exposure of the film.

Therefore, a special processing technique was required

which increased the sensitivity of the film and, in par-

ticular, reduced the influence of the high intensity re-

ciprocity failure *. The developer utilized the superad-

ditive effect of phenidone (1-phenyl-3-pyrazolidone)

combined with hydroquinone. A standard Kodak D-19b

developer was used to which 1.5 g/1 phenidone was

addccl [35].
Amplitude transmission holograms were produced,

which required only development and fi~ng. The holo-

graphic film produced during the run was developed in

a modified Kodak Versamat processing machine by a

commercial holographic company. Latent image fading

slows down when the emulsion is kept cold and there-

fore exposed rolls were kept in a refrigerator until they

were processed. The variation in obtained optical.den-

sity at the processing stage due to variations in exposure

and fading [36], could be compensated for to a certain

degree by adjusting the development time or tempera-

ture.
A H & D density—exposure plot for holograms is

shown in fig. 18a, together with the amplitude transmit-

tance curve in fig. 18b, for our exposure and develop-

ment of the Agfa—Gevaert 10E75 emulsion.

4.8. Quality of holograms

A virtual image reconstruction machine was built at

Fermilab [15] to replay holograms during the run for

quality control purposes and for data analysis purposes

after the run.
The hologram quality was monitored during the

physics run by immediately developing the last 20 frames

of each roll removed from the camera. The optical

density of these holograms was measured at five spots

per frame using a standard densitometer. A delicate

balance had to be maintained between sending enough

laser light into the Chamber to give a useful hologram

density and not sending too much, which would gener-

ate excessive microboiling resulting in additional noise

light reaching the film and reducing hologram quality.

Typical base fog density of the film was 0.2 and we

obtained the best results when the hologram had a total

density of 0.6; total densities of 1.0 or more resulted in

useless holograms. A subset of holograms used for

monitoring was looked at using a diverging helium—neon

laser beam (virtual image system) and the overall qual-

ity of each of them was recorded. A good indicator of

the hologram quality was the image visibility and sharp-

ness of various beam reflections (fish-eye reflections,

dispersing-lens mount reflection), as well as of the tracks

visible in the hologram.

* According [o the reciprocity law the same photographic
density is obtained as long as the product of light intensity
with time of illumination is constant. This law fails when
either the exposure time is extremely short or the intensity
extremely high.
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Agfa—Gevaert 10E75 emulsion; (b) same results in an amplitude transmittance vs laser energy plot.

This information was then correlated with the data
provided by [he laser beam monitoring system (23]. This
would indicate whenever a change in the operating
conditions of the Bubble Chamber or the laser was
necessary.

As mentioned in the Introduction to this paper, out
of — 218000 holograms about 110 000 (based on the
preliminary checks described above) have sufficient
[rack quality to be useful for a physics analysis. Only
after all the holograms, together with the conventional
photographs and the timing information from the elec-
tronic counters have been studied in detail, it will tie
possible to give a definite breakdown of the variety of
reasons contributing to the efficiency factor of — 50 0.
However, we can already name some adverse effects,
leading to bad holograms:
(a) instabilities of the illumination system;
(b) thermodynamics of Bubble Chamber operation and

purity of its liquid; and
(c) timing problems (event trigger).

All important information about the operation of the
laser for each firing is stored on EMI tapes [2,7] and will
be compared on a pulse by pulse basis with the corre-
sponding hologram.

Some loss of good holograms was due to delays
involved changing the operating temperature of the
almost 20 t of cryogenic liquid, and to unstable startup
conditions of the Chamber after extended scheduled
standby periods.

4.9. Track properties in holograms

During warm tests in the open Chamber objects
were photographed holographically inside the vessel at

various positions. We chose glass beads of 100-µm
diameter glued on to 20-µm wires, as well as a USAF
resolution test target. Satisfactory results were obtained
irrespective of the pulse duration, to be expected since
their are no vibrations from the expansion system. The
one-track (one-line) resolution was 125 µm, or in the
usual optical definition, two tracks (two lines) whose
centers were separated by 250 µm could be dis-
tinguished according to the Rayleigh criterion.

Preliminary measurements of bubble diameters and
track resolution [37,38] were made on the Fermilab
Virtual Image Replay Machine [15]. The system maa
nification was measured by placing the USAF target in
the virtual image volume and photographing it. The
photograph was then digitized giving the system mab
nification in respect to the pixel elements of the linear
CCD array. The linear array used has 1024 pixel ele-
ments with 25-µm center to center spacing and was
used in conjunction with the Fermilab MOMM film
measuring. machines.

The spatial coordinates of events in the Bubble
Chamber were measured in the conventional stereo
views, and this provides the holographic magnification
for an event. Photographs of events in the hologram
were made with various illumination intensities and
exposure times, and were analyzed with the linear array.
The bubble diameter is defined as the full width at half
maximum of the image above background noise, usually
measured on the film with a microdensitometer or a
similar device. The average speckle size agrees well with
the theoretical value of c 100 µm, calculated for coher-
ent light for the diffraction limit of a point source [39],
not taking into account the fish-eye lenses. The calcu-
lated diffraction limited resolution at the center of the
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Fig. 19 (continued).

Chamber, i.e. at a distance 2 m away from the film, for
a circular hologram area 50 mm in diameter is - 43 µm
(without fish-eye lenses). Bubbles as small as - 100 µm
were recorded and replayed with good contrast [38],
corresponding to a resolution of - 113 µ m (according
to the Rayleigh criterion), in very reasonable agreement
with the bubble size expected from the theory of bubble
growth and measured time delay when the hologram
was taken. However, the average bubble size during the
run was - 120 µm, corresponding to a resolution of
- 135 µm. The track separation was found to have
about the same value. The result is in agreement with
roughly measured bubble sizes on two real image replay
facilities [12,13).

The comparison of an interesting neutrino interac-
tion, photographed with three conventional cameras
(figs. 19a-19c), with its recorded hologram (fig. 19d)
shows the significant difference in resolution. Whereas
in all conventional views nothing spectacular near the
neutrino interaction is visible, we see in the hologram a
secondary vertex close (0.7 cm) to the primary. This
secondary vertex is consistent with the decay of a D+
charmed meson into three charged mesons plus neutral
mesons (schematic drawing fig. 19e). The neutral me-
sons decay; the resulting photons then convert into
electron-positron pairs which are measured in the con-
ventional Bubble Chamber photographs.

4.10. Beam branchi~ag ratio

An important quantity in the design of the disper-
sing ]ens, and ultimately for the quality of the holo-
grams and the size of the visible volume, is the Mini-
mum Beam Branching Ratio, which was assumed to be
0.33 X 10-~ [40j (section 2.1).

387

A sample of 1650 holograms has been scanned at the
Fermilab replay machine for neutrino interactions. The
following cuts have been made on the event sample. It
was required that the events are in the fiducial volume
of the Bubble Chamber and satisfy the cut O~ < 30 ~.
The position of the event vertices was measured from
the conventional film, which allowed calculation of the
geometrical quantities. The bubble growth time of the
event was determined from the difference in Pockels cell
trigger time and event trigger time, which was de-
termined using the hit patterns in two electronic detec-
tors installed outside the active volume of the Bubble
Chamber (IPF, EMI). If there was some ambiguity in
assigning the event with the hit pattern, it was removed
from the sample. This is mainly the case for events with
low track multiplicity, events with none of the particles
leaving the liquid volume, or events located in a frame
where another event was found. After these cuts the
sample contained 51 events.

An estimate of the bubble diameter was obtained
using the formula D = 2Af and assuming A = 0.2
cm/s1~z (1'20-µm bubble diameter after a growth time
of 1 ms). The theoretical estimates for F(O;), G(a) and
1~ were used. The input profile of the laser beam was
assumed to be flat over the diameter of the lens.

The BBR distribution is shown in fig. 20. One event
has a BBR which is less than 0.33 X 10-~, the ma3cimum
BBR is 0.2 X 10-5. In fig. 21 the holographic z coordi-
nate is plotted vs the illumination angle and contains
seen and unseen events. Most of the events, which were
predicted from the analysis of the conventional film,
but were not found on holograms, were on the border-
line of the illumination cone. This could indicate that a
higher laser intensity in this region would have resulted
in the visibility of the missing events. The volume
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being better than four times the resolution of its stan-

dard optics in the middle plane of the Chamber. This

allowed the study of close-in interactions and decays in

a substantial part of the Chamber with greatly im-

proved precision, leaving enough track lengths outside

this volume for measurement of the momentum and

identification of particles. The evaluation of these pho-

tographs and holograms is in progress.

Several new techniques were developed and success-

fully implemented. They comprise the design of

a) an innovative pulse-stretching circuitry with adjusta-

ble pulse length for a powerful holographic laser,

b) an optical relay system to transport the beam with

undiminished quality over a large distance, and

c) an on-line monitoring system of the spatial and

temporal features of the laser beam pulse-by-pulse.

Furthermore,

d) the holographic film sensitivity was improved by

special development techniques,

e) real- and virtual-image replay machines for the holo-

grams were constructed and operated reliably

according to design.

The heat absorption of intense laser light light in a

cryogenic liquid was studied in some detail and may

help to understand better the bubble creation mecha-

nism. It could be shown that bubble tracks could be

holographed with good contrast with a Minimum Beam

Branching Ratio as small as 0.33 X 10—~.
Many of these developments may find further inter-

esting applications in the design of a holographic bub-

ble chamber, to be used as the vertex detector within a

neutrino hybrid spectrometer, fora 3-TeV accelerator

under construction (UNK), and also outside the field of

elementary particle physics.

~ 1 L J 4 J 0 IY to x i~

BBR

Fig. 20, Beam Branching Ratios of 51 e~~ent vertices found in

1650 holograms.

visible in the holograms was determined from this pre-

liminary study to be — 1.5 m3.

The fact that an event with BBR = 0.33 X 10—~ has

been found indicates, that the assumption of the mini-

mum visible BBR for the design of the dispersing lens

was correct.

5. Conclusions

Holographic recording of neutrino interactions in a

large Bubble Chamber was successfully done for the

first time on a production scale. At least 1.5 m3 of the

Fermilab 15-Foot Bubble Chamber's volume was pho-

tographed with a resolution which approached 100 µm,
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